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Background and Objectives

Discussion and conclusions

In the risk assessment for aquatic primary producers exposed to plant
protection products (PPP), the endpoint (EP) corresponding to 50%
inhibition of growth is used in the first tier. The lowest EP among
ErC50, EbC50 or EyC50 (growth rate, area under the curve AUC, yield)
used to be selected. However the aquatic Guidance Document (AGD)
(EFSA, 2013) recommends now to preferably use ErC50 for various
reasons. This leads to a shift towards a reduction of the level of
protection achieved as shown by Swarowsky et al. (2015). The
question is whether this shift is acceptable. According to the EFSA
Opinion (EFSA PPR, 2010), new risk assessment methods according
to regulation (EC) No 1107/2009 should be calibrated to meet specific
protection goals. Such a calibration between different tiers has thus to
be performed. Arts and van Wijngaarden (2016) presented some first
results; this work contributes to this calibration by expanding the
dataset and by exploring the levels of protection achievable in the EU
when using ErC50 and other options.

The work of Swarowsky et al. (2015) showed that selecting the ErC50
rather than the EbC50 shifts the protection level of a factor of 6.9 and
3.5 for algae and macrophytes, respectively. The calibration exercise
performed in this work demonstrates that the intended level of
protection is currently reached in 38% of the cases only, versus in
65% of the cases previously. This is in discrepancy with Arts and van
Wijngaarden (2016) whom indicated that the protection level is
generally maintained. However the latter work was based on data
selected from various sources (e.g. DAR, US EPA database, open
literature). By contrast, the current work is restricted specifically to
recent data from the EU peer reviewed process, since it aims at
defining specifically the level of protection reached in the current
regulation practice in Europe.
The current work also showed that if the ErC10 rather than ErC50 was
used with an AF of 10 or 20, the level of protection would be reached
in 75% or 92% of the cases, respectively. This would even be an
improvement compared to the level of protection achieved previously
(using the lowest EC50 endpoint), while using an endpoint based on
growth rate, i.e. more reliable.

Results
Reliable Tier 1 and Tier 3 data were obtained for 20 substances (15
herbicides, 5 fungicides affecting primary producers) from about 110
substances screened.
Fig. 1 illustrates the current Tier 1 RACs (lowest ErC50/10 for algae or
macrophytes) and shows that in 59% of the cases, the Tier 3 RACs
are lower than the Tier 1 RACs in a range of a factor 10.
The comparison of Tier 1 RACs and Tier 3 RACs for various Tier 1
options (using alternative ECx and AF) are illustrated in Fig 2. With
the lowest of Ey/b/rC50 /10 (previously used in risk assessment), the
Tier 3 RACs are lower than Tier 1 RACs in 30% and 40% of the cases
for algae and macrophytes, respectively. With ErC50/10 (currently
used) Tier 3 RACs are lower than Tier 1 RACs in 58% and 65% of the
cases, respectively. Tier 3 RACs would remain lower than Tier 1
RACs in a) only 36% and 13% of the cases for algae and
macrophytes, respectively with the ErC10/10, and b) in only 11% and
1% of the cases, respectively with the ErC10/20.
Figure 1: Current level of protection
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Figure 2: Protection levels for various Tier 1 RAC options
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Tier 1 Regulatory Acceptable Concentrations (RACs) from standard
toxicity tests are compared to Tier 3 RACs from micro-/ mesocosm
studies. Data always correspond to the reported values from the EU
List of Endpoints (LoEP).
To assess different Tier 1 options, ECx values not reported in the
LoEPs were recalculated by Probit analysis. Tier 3 RACs correspond
to the threshold option (NOEC) or the recovery option (NOAEC)
depending on the LoEPs, divided by the AF. For fungicide, the
reported Tier 3 RAC for primary producers may differ from the RAC
used in the final aquatic risk assesment
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